October 8, 2020

Scarring is a forecast here, not an observation
I do not see the flow of research from the sell side that you do. But Twitter tells me that David Mericle
from Goldman has a piece out suggesting that there is so far surprisingly little evidence of economic
scarring (deskilling, hysteresis, etc.) from Covid recession. Goldman’s forecast is that the recovery,
although set to slow from its recent pace, will be too quick for much scarring to develop.
My own view is that the recovery from here should be quite slow and that there will be time for some
scars to form, although just how many and how deeply is unknown. It may turn out that we are all
surprised, relative to our thoughts at the economy lows in April, by how little scarring there will turn out to
have been.
Certainly, the Fed’s objective is to deliver such a result. That was made crystal clear in the September
FOMC statement, and it remains striking how so many Fed watchers want to miss that simple point by
obsessing over the distantly secondary question of when the Fed will do additional QE. Away from the
knee-jerk, risk-on response, which is impossible to time, really, who cares?
The unemployed were wrong in April

Source, BLS, NBER, FH calculations
Data are actual to September.
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The events that would bring QE matter far more than the news itself, so this emphasis on
guessing the precise form of the QE reaction function does not seem to be a great use of time.
And a retort that it “matters for markets” is not convincing, although probably true strictly
speaking. If we lean too hard on the greater fool, we risk being him.
Best, then, to abandon the view that Fed news is coming and to recognize the plainly obvious
point that it has already arrived, as of September. The Fed is close to max dovish and
innovations of the instruments will reflect that over time. That one has shelf life and will not be
overturned by a speech from Evans.
Greenspan’s map and territory apply here
But in this very brief report I want to address an aspect of Goldman’s claim that is very much to my taste.
We seem to share the view that at that this point in the recovery the question of economic scarring turns
much more on a forecast than on any bit of data we might point to regarding, for example, the likely
duration of unemployment. I have been over this issue a couple times before and my purpose here is to
get my thoughts into a more formal form, so that I can post them to my blog, for future reference.
Besides, for economics itself, it seems like an otherwise slow day.
I have tuned my main charts into a more user friendly and standardized form. If you think about it, the
research here is like a finely turned sword made of tempered steel. Once banged upon the Front Harbor
anvil it becomes even more incisive! Wow.
Anyhow, the usual retort to the claim that there is unlikely to be much scarring is that measures of longterm unemployment have already risen. My liberal peeps usually offer this with appropriate world-weary
condescension: how can you be so blind? So it may be appropriate to reiterate an old argument. Labor
market scarring is a serious issue, and I am probably to the darker side of Goldman on how much of it
there will be. But just because an underlying issue is important does not mean that the most popular
measure of it must necessarily be so. My favorite example of this is capital flows, which almost fully
determine asset prices in an international setting, but the measurement of which is almost useless. Or as
Greenspan has said, the map is not the territory.
In plainer English, that popular bit of evidence reflecting a rise of “permanent” unemployment, as
assessed by the unemployed themselves, does not really tell us much relative to what we already knew in
April. What I knew in April was that permanent unemployment was going to rise a lot, a point on which I
am sure I was consensus. And closely related, it was pretty obvious in real time that many of the
unemployed were clueless about their actual status.
To see this, take a look at the left side of the chart on the front page. The lower panel there shows a short
view of the relevant data to emphasize how the timing has played out in this cycle. I have colored the
observation for April (or, really, March to April) red. Note that in April very few of the unemployed reported
that anything durable had happened. We all knew then, just as we know now, that they were wrong.
People studying economics unsurprisingly know more about economics than, say, unemployed waiters.
As time has passed, many of the unemployed have — again unsurprisingly — become more aware of
their actual status, as likely to be long-term unemployed.
Also, note that my two main measures of self-assessed long-term unemployed are still at or below their
peaks during the extremely mild 1990-91 recession, which was followed by an extremely powerful,
although delayed, labor market recovery which took participation rates to a record high, in part because
wages soared in response to a productivity boom!
One might retort that we are now just getting into this episode. That would be a fair point. I expect these
measures to deteriorate further. But that would be a reason to ignore them as badly and predictably
lagging, rather than to herald them now that they belatedly tell a story you might like.
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Here comes a huge base effect
Now let’s take a look at the right side of the chart on the front page. It shows two measures of the
duration of unemployed, not self-assessed looking forward, but reported looking backward. Last week,
some of my liberal friends pointed out that the count of unemployed for more than 26 weeks had risen by
the steepest amount in the history of the data going back to 1948.
That sounds very scary, but again, this was predictable, as the rise of actual unemployment in March,
precisely six months prior, was itself the steepest in the history of the data by a factor of about 2.5:1. (I
had previously suggested “about” 3:1, which was exaggerated.) Moreover, that reflected the loss of
household employment during March. But job loss during April was, let’s be exact, 6.48 times worse still.
So that black line is going to spike, even if the total count of unemployed were to fall.
I suppose there are two ways to think about how to react to that. The first might be, again, to play the
greater fool game and to position for people who had not paid attention getting spooked. Expect them to
be fairly loud in early November.
But just in the case of somewhat pointless speculation on the timing of secondary QE, I would think it is
probably better to avoid the greater fool shtick and to focus on what is actually going on. We will learn
zero from that development — or from a slightly less easy to predict further rise of long-term
unemployment as assessed by the unemployed themselves. Maybe one can seem more credible when
dismissing that if one had anticipated it. That’s the approach I will take.
One final reiteration. The point I raise in this brief report is not meant to be some huge scene changer. I
write this up mostly because it is a slow economics day and I want to be able to link to this when the time
comes. No big deal.
Moreover, none of this is meant to be an argument against scarring. The measure is not the thing itself
and the map is not the territory. The risk of scarring here is real, particularly if the recovery were to slow
relative to Goldman’s or even my own best guess. And that is one reason among many that the Fed is so
dovish. Waiting for the tip on QE would really miss the plot, in my view.
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